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Director’s Calendar
October
1 — National Wellness Seminar
13-14 — National Mtgs.
15 — Horizon College & Sem.
20-22 — Pastor Clusters

Next Communique
October 14th.

SAVE THE DATE

November 14th
2020

Re-Opening Saskatchewan: UPDATE
For SKMB churches, camps and schools, the news on re-opening Saskatchewan is truly a
mixed bag. At the time of this writing, we are maintaining very low numbers of new
COVID-19 cases. This is in large part due to effective preventive health measures. It short,
the frustrating limitations to personal and collective freedoms is having a positive impact on
the number infection numbers. As I have spoken with church leaders, there is always a
frustration with why we are so restrictive on things like group sizes, personal distancing and
masks when the infection figures are so low. Friends, they are low because we have these
restrictive measures. I sympathize with those who just want to get back to normal, but the
way back to normal is a careful, methodical and safe re-opening. I also understand that
things are not necessarily fair or equal across the board. Non-profits, churches, recreation
organizations, businesses, schools, etc. all seem to have differing safety guidelines. All is
true, but consider the breadth of activities, practices and human interaction which require
review and a common sense set of safe practice applications. Under the circumstances,
Canada, and Saskatchewan leadership specifically, are actually doing an incredible job of
balancing health, safety, economic viability and personal freedoms.
Like all of you, I want our churches, camps and schools to get back to normal. I hear and
understand the frustrations. I get the fact that there are inconsistencies, contradictions and
sometimes inequitable treatment. I simply ask you to remember that we have incredible low
numbers of infections, and are remaining to keep them low. Our hospitals are not overrun.
We still can gather to worship and fellowship, and our government is listening to the
concerns of the Christian community.
At this juncture, we must face several realities:
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* With the re-opening of schools, our SK. government is very reticent to loosen existing
restrictions.
* Huge infection increases in provinces like Ontario and Quebec adds to our government’s
unwillingness to lift guidelines on churches, camps or schools.
* The usual fall wave of the flu does not help talks on lifting personal and collective
freedoms when it comes to health and safety.
* A viable vaccine and access to it are months away. Until this happens, prepare for ongoing restrictions through the fall, winter and maybe spring.
Updates on the Sask. re-opening plan:
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* There is further clarification for churches on things like a public Thanksgiving meal event.
Basically, potlucks or buffet style meals are not permitted. “All served food should be
plated by a single person. One person should handle the preparation of food and drink
following proper food safety protocols.” The number that can gather indoors or outdoors
remains at 30 with social distancing being practiced.

* Activities in the worship space which are not specifically “worship,” where participants

are not physically active or moving around and will remain seated for most of the event,
are allowed within the capacity limits and with physical distancing.

Friends, through our provincial inter-faith working group, I have voiced the frustration of our
SKMB churches on the pace of re-opening.
This has been communicated to the
government. I will continue to work on your behalf as DM.
Phil Gunther

Supporting SKMB Churches and Camps in Making Disciples

Thinking Pastorally: Three Reasons To Keep Going As A Pastor
https://thinkingpastorally.com/2020/09/18/3-

Click Here to Read Article
Bold Benevolence

“Go and do likewise.” (Jesus, The Good Samaritan – Luke 10:37).
This week I soaked in the inspiring words of Quaker William Penn: “I expect to
pass through life but once. If therefore, there be any kindness I can show, or
any good thing I can do to any fellow being, let me do it now, and not defer
or neglect it, as I shall not pass this way again.”
Life in a COVID-19 world is aﬀording us a unique opportunity for bold
benevolence – the quality of being courageously well meaning. There is something
about this pandemic season of fear and despair that is ripe for disciples of Jesus
to do good. I recently came across a handwritten sign taped onto the front
window of a Starbucks: “Today you could be standing next to someone who is
trying their best not to fall apart. Whatever you do today, do it with kindness
in your heart.” Then there was this plastic sandwich board on Kelowna’s downtown water front promenade which messaged:
“Spread kindness, not germs.” Friends, as disciples what more incentive do we need?
Biblically, we see bold benevolence in the Good Samaritan narrative. Here Jesus explodes our limitations on those to whom we
are to be kind. Strangers, even enemies, are to be the recipients of our love and blessing. In the world’s time of darkness the
call of Jesus is striking: “...let your light shine before others, that they may see your good deeds and glorify your Father in
heaven” (Matthew 6:16).
Consider the claim of perhaps the kindest Christian ever, Mother Teresa: “A life not lived for others is not a life.” She was
profoundly other-centered. I am certainly not Mother Teresa nor am I suggesting you be either. However, I am asking, are acts of
bold benevolence a daily part of my life?
On bold benevolence, a wise person counselled me that a disciple of Jesus must pray for a supernatural transformation of
one’s heart. Why? Because our default is to be self-centered. The Holy Spirit’s help is needed in order for us to be genuinely
other-centered. Consider Menno Simon’s definition of true evangelical faith here (yes, you have to goggle it). Also, I have to ask
if I am even available to be a good Samaritan in another’s life? Does my life have margin for deliberate genuine acts of
kindness?
As I write this piece, I can’t help humming the 1909 hymn Make Me A Blessing written by Ira B. Wilson. Here is a part of his
memorable work:
“Out in the highways and byways of life,
Many are weary and sad;
Carry the sunshine where darkness is rife,
Making the sorrowing glad.
Make me a blessing, Make me a blessing,
Out of my life may Jesus shine;
Make me a blessing, O Savior, I pray.
Make me a blessing to someone today.”
Friends, during this pandemic of uncertainty, anxiety and fear, be the reason someone smiles today. I think Jesus will approve.
Phil Gunther, DM

